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Encounters with Fibres & Fabrics
with land-based materials
suggestions for in-school and at-home
learning experiences

Flower Pounding
How do these materials help you make connections to the land?
What inspires you when working with these materials? (nature, an
experience, a memory, colour, texture, a story, a concept)
What elements of design are you playing with as you work with
these materials?
How might fibres be transformed?
What stories live in these materials?

Hapa Zome is the Japanese art of flower pounding. Find some fresh
flowers and arrange them on top of a piece of light-coloured fabric. Cover
the flowers with a piece of paper or another piece of fabric. Using a
hammer, rubber mallet or a rock, lightly pound the top surface until the
colour from the flowers is transferred to the fabric.
How does this process transform the fabric and the flowers?
What surprises you ? How can you use the flower print as inspiration
for a story or a new investigation?

Dressing Up In Nature
How might artists or designers be influenced by materials found in nature?
Draw a picture of yourself. Cut out one of the clothing items to create a frame.
Explore nature with the frame, investigating how different natural materials
create different design looks for the clothing item. How does the colour and
texture of the natural material change the design of the clothing item? How
might this experience inspire new designs?
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Branch Weaving
Find a fallen branch with a space between two small branches to create a
place for weaving and collect a variety of fibres - wool, string, fabric strips,
leaves, plant stems and flowers. Use some wool or string to wind around
the space between the branches to create a loom, tying knots on each end
to secure. Weave fibres through - over and under. What patterns do you
notice? How do plant fibres respond to weaving? What does your
weaving reveal about yourself and your connection to the land?

